
in support of 7 Arlington Avenue, OB plan

Dear Mr. Elvin, et al:
 
I am a long-time visitor to MV (starting when I was 14) and along with my husband, daughters, and in-laws, we all have been
seasonal resident-owners in Oak Bluffs for the past 18 years.   My family loves and respects Martha's Vineyard; we stay
connected when not here with our year-round neighbors and friends.  We are especially heartened that others also respect
the history of MV and the stories the older buildings share.  Our own home here was built in 1899 and is a structure of
historical significance in OB as well as being listed on the African-American Historic Trail.  Over the past 18 years in our
home, we have gone to great lengths to restore to period specific even when updating to code, etc and only turned to
renovation when left with no option for a particular element. I generally do not believe in the demolition of old homes.
 
The above said, I am familiar with 7 Arlington Avenue and been inside over many years and I have seen the latest plans that
Eunu Chun and Lisa Kim have proposed for the demolition of 7 Arlington Avenue as well as discussed it at length with them. 
I would like to express my full support in their specific circumstance.  I am confident that they will ensure the new structure
celebrates the integrity of East Chop and OB and is consistent with the surrounding built environment while locking in their
family commitment and use needs for years to come. 
 
I would have expressed this opinion in person and on the record at the most recent public hearing via Zoom had the facilitator
enforced reasonable time limits for comment and not allowed two speakers at the end to use up all the remaining time.  Of
course, those opinions are important and also should be on record but it was disappointing to have participated with the intent
to contribute and not had the time available to do so.  I submit this short note in place of my spoken comment and thank you
for allowing for this by email.
 
Thank you for your equitable consideration and balanced deliberation.
 
Respectfully,
 
Elizabeth Davis
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To:Alex Elvin <elvin@mvcommission.org>;

Importance: High


